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	Week of: April 27, 2020 
	Let's Get Started: Hello School-Age Families! We are celebrating Teacher Appreciation Week during the week of May 4th. After you complete the With My Family activity, take a picture of your child holding the flowers. To have the picture be part of the Show & Tell Appreciation Gallery, submit it following the directions on the Weekly Activities section of the LAH website.  
	OMO: The Value of a Name This is called a code, which means it's a secret way of writing that changes the letters into symbols to disguise the word. Do you know any other codes? 1. Write the alphabet from A to Z on a piece of paper. 2. Number each letter from $1 to $26.  A will be $1 and Z will be $26. 3. Use the code you just wrote to figure out much your name is worth. D = $4    A = $1    V= $22    E = $5 4+1+22+5 = 32, so the name “Dave” is worth $32!  How much is your name worth? What about your friends?
	WMF: Thanks a Bunch!A great way to show your teacher you appreciate them is to give them a bunch of “flowers”. Have each member of your family create a paper flower and write on it why they are appreciative of your teacher. Just like each member of your family is unique, the flowers can be too! Encourage each family member to make a flower that they feel represents them.  Gather the paper flowers together in a bunch to make a paper bouquet. Take a picture of your child with the bouquet and send it to the e-mail address for their teacher to see! 
	MMB: Step Up! How do you move around a room? Practice different ways to move around as you count to ten and use… 1. … baby steps.2. …giant steps.3. …backward steps.4. … quick steps.5.  …slow steps.6. … hip hop steps.7. … ballet dancer steps.  What other ways can you think of to step?
	HH: Regrowing Vegetable Scraps Did you know that you can regrow many vegetable scraps such as celery, green onion, and Romaine lettuce? You can turn garbage into food in a few easy steps. 1.  Find a sunny location, a window sill works well. 2. Gather your veggies scraps. Cut the celery and romaine lettuce off near the base and the green onions near where the white part meets the green part. 3. Fill a shallow container with water about half full, place the bottoms of the vegetables into water.  4. Place in a sunny location and watch your veggies regrow. 


